Where passion and performance meet, dedication to exceptional service our clients come to expect.

Sixteen years manufacturing excellence in personal care lines and home products in Huntington Beach CA – USA.

At HOBOCO we are representing the very best in manufacturing for personal care lines in soaps, hand and body lotions, scents, oils, linen sprays, body butters, hair care, salt and sugar scrubs, diffusers and a multitude other products available. We provide an exceptional experience for new customers and existing clients by leveraging over 2,800 products and 50 exceptional lines, each with their own brand identities while providing beneficial and unique ingredients in every product we stand behind.

Our passion to be the very best in what we offer in development, knowledge and expertise makes HOBOCO your first choice. Exceptional products make for quick and repeated turns and greater Return On Investment. Quality begins first with research in finding the very best blends of fragrance and essential oils. We use only the finest ingredients that provide natural freshness and superb aromas all which keep our clients coming back for more. Our products are biodegradable and are not tested on animals and produced in a non-polluting, 20,000 square ft., industrial complex in Huntington Beach CA., producing over 10,000 quality units a day. Diversity in demographics by offering a wide range of finished goods, our in house design teams create unique trendy, vintage, modern or custom looks in our packaging branding, giving our clients the edge they need in reaching out to what their customers are demanding in a broad range of demographics at the target price they can afford.

Let us know what we can do for you and your needs today:

Thank you,
The HOBOCO Team

Home & Body Company
18352 Enterprise Ln.
Huntington Beach,
California 92648
T. 714.842.8000
homeandbodyco.com
CHIC ANTIQUE HAND SOAP
GINGER PEACH
25 OZ CA25OMHSGP

CHIC ANTIQUE HAND SOAP
AMBER ROSE
25 OZ CA25OMHSAR

CHIC ANTIQUE HAND SOAP
SWEET PEA
25 OZ CA25OMHSSP

CHIC ANTIQUE HAND SOAP
ROSEMARY MINT
25 OZ CA25OMHSRM

CHIC ANTIQUE LINEN SPRAY
GINGER PEACH
28 OZ CA28LSGP

CHIC ANTIQUE LINEN SPRAY
AMBER ROSE
28 OZ CA28LSAR

CHIC ANTIQUE LINEN SPRAY
SWEET PEA
28 OZ CA28LSSP

CHIC ANTIQUE LINEN SPRAY
ROSEMARY MINT
28 OZ CA28LSRM
Dream of Paris Collection

DREAM OF PARIS
HAND SOAP
FRENCH ROSE
28 OZ
DOP28HSFR

DREAM OF PARIS
HAND SOAP
LEMON CHIFFON
28 OZ
DOP28HSLC

DREAM OF PARIS
HAND SOAP
ORANGE BLOSSOM
28 OZ
DOP28HSOB

DREAM OF PARIS
HAND SOAP
WILD LAVENDER
28 OZ
DOP28HSWL

MADE IN THE USA
FRENCH COUNTRY
HAND SOAP
LEMON VERBENA
17 OZ
FCR17HSLV

FRENCH COUNTRY
HAND SOAP
MEYER LEMON
17 OZ
FCR17HSML

FRENCH COUNTRY
HAND SOAP
ORANGE BLOSSOM
17 OZ
FCR17HSOB

FRENCH COUNTRY
HAND LOTION
LEMON VERBENA
22 OZ
FC22AHLLV

FRENCH COUNTRY
HAND SOAP
MEYER LEMON
22 OZ
FC22AHSML
HEIRLOOM COLLECTION
HANDMADE IN THE USA
PERSONAL CARE COLLECTION

HEIRLOOM HAND SOAP
FRENCH LAVENDER
16 OZ
HC16GHSFL

HEIRLOOM HAND SOAP
ENGLISH ROSE
16 OZ
HC16GHSER

HEIRLOOM HAND SOAP
COCO VANILLA
16 OZ
HC16GHSCV

HEIRLOOM HAND SOAP
AMBER WOOD
16 OZ
HC16GHSAW

HEIRLOOM HAND SOAP
LEMONGRASS
16 OZ
HC16GHSLLG

HEIRLOOM HAND SOAP
ORANGE BLOSSOM
16 OZ
HC16GHSOB

HEIRLOOM HAND LOTION
FRENCH LAVENDER
16 OZ
HC16GHLFL

HEIRLOOM HAND LOTION
COCO VANILLA
16 OZ
HC16GHLCV

HEIRLOOM HAND LOTION
ENGLISH ROSE
16 OZ
HC16GHLER

HEIRLOOM HAND LOTION
AMBER WOOD
16 OZ
HC16GHLAW

HEIRLOOM HAND LOTION
LEMONGRASS
16 OZ
HC16GHLLE

HEIRLOOM HAND LOTION
ORANGE BLOSSOM
16 OZ
HC16GHLOB
L’ATELIER BIRD COLLECTION

L’ATELIER HAND SOAP FRESH LINEN
25 OZ LBC25OMHSFL

L’ATELIER HAND SOAP GINGER PEACH
25 OZ LBC25OMHSGP

L’ATELIER HAND SOAP LAVENDER LILY
25 OZ LBC25OMHSSL
MAISON COLLECTION
SHOWER GEL
CITRUS MINT
22 OZ
MAH22ASGCM

MAISON COLLECTION
SHOWER GEL
MANGO MANDARIN
22 OZ
MAH22ASGMM

MAISON COLLECTION
SHOWER GEL
LEMON VERBENA
22 OZ
MAH22ASGLV

MAISON COLLECTION
SHOWER GEL
LAVENDER ROSEMARY
22 OZ
MAH22ASGLR

MAISON COLLECTION
LINEN SPRAY
LAVENDER VANILLA
22 OZ
MAH22ALSLV

MAISON COLLECTION
LINEN SPRAY
LAVENDER
22 OZ
MAH22ALSL
Hoboco Soap Co.
MODERN VINTAGE
MODERN VINTAGE COLLECTION

HOBOCO MODERN VINTAGE HAND SOAP
GINGER ROSE
17 OZ
HBMV17WHSGR

HOBOCO MODERN VINTAGE HAND SOAP
SWEET PEA
17 OZ
HBMV17WHSSP

HOBOCO MODERN VINTAGE HAND SOAP
BLUE LILAC
17 OZ
HBMV17WHSL

HOBOCO MODERN VINTAGE HAND SOAP
JASMINE LILY
17 OZ
HBMV17WHSL

MODERN COLLECTION

HOBOCO SOAP CO. MODERN COLLECTION HAND SOAP
COTTON BLOSSOM
17 OZ
HB17WHSCB

HOBOCO SOAP CO. MODERN COLLECTION HAND SOAP
CUCUMBER MINT
17 OZ
HBM17WHSCM

HOBOCO SOAP CO. MODERN COLLECTION HAND SOAP
LAVENDER LILY
17 OZ
HBM17WHSSL

HOBOCO SOAP CO. MODERN COLLECTION HAND SOAP
ORANGE GINGER
17 OZ
HBM17WHSOG

GEOMETRIC COLLECTION

HOBOCO SOAP CO. MODERN VINTAGE HAND SOAP
PINK JASMINE
17 OZ
HBM17WHSPJ

HOBOCO SOAP CO. GEOMETRIC COLLECTION HAND SOAP
COTTON BLOSSOM
17 OZ
HBG17WHSCB

CHEVRON COLLECTION

HOBOCO SOAP CO. CHEVRON COLLECTION HAND SOAP
LEMON BLOSSOM
17 OZ
HBC17WHSLB

VINTAGE VICTORIAN

VINTAGE VICTORIAN HAND SOAP
ENGLISH ROSE
17 OZ
VV17WHSER

VINTAGE VICTORIAN HAND SOAP
LIME VERBENA
17 OZ
VV17WHSLV

VINTAGE VICTORIAN HAND SOAP
JASMINE LILY
17 OZ
VV17WHSJL

VINTAGE VICTORIAN HAND SOAP
VIOLET LAVENDER
17 OZ
VV17WHSVL
OLIVE GROVE HAND SOAP LAVENDER
25 OZ OG25HSL

OLIVE GROVE HAND SOAP ROSEMARY
25 OZ OG25HSR

OLIVE GROVE HAND SOAP ORANGE BLOSSOM
25 OZ OG25HSOB

OLIVE GROVE HAND SOAP TAHITIAN VANILLA
25 OZ OG25HSTV

OLIVE GROVE HAND SOAP VERBENA
25 OZ OG25HSV

OLIVE GROVE HAND LOTION LAVENDER
25 OZ OG25HLL

OLIVE GROVE HAND LOTION ROSEMARY
25 OZ OG25HLR

OLIVE GROVE HAND LOTION ORANGE BLOSSOM
25 OZ OG25HLB

OLIVE GROVE HAND LOTION TAHITIAN VANILLA
25 OZ OG25HLV

OLIVE GROVE HAND LOTION VERBENA
25 OZ OG25HLV
OLIVE LEAF
HAND SOAP
LAVENDER VANILLA
17 OZ
OL17HSLAV

OLIVE LEAF
HAND SOAP
AMBER ROSE
17 OZ
OL17HSAR

OLIVE LEAF
HAND SOAP
LIME VERBENA
17 OZ
OL17HSLV

OLIVE LEAF
HAND LOTION
LAVENDER VANILLA
17 OZ
OL17HLLAV

OLIVE LEAF
HAND LOTION
AMBER ROSE
17 OZ
OL17HLAR

OLIVE LEAF
HAND LOTION
LIME VERBENA
17 OZ
OL17HLLV

OLIVE LEAF
BODY WASH
LAVENDER VANILLA
25 OZ
OL25OMSGLAV

OLIVE LEAF
BODY WASH
AMBER ROSE
25 OZ
OL25OMSGAR

OLIVE LEAF
BODY WASH
LIME VERBENA
25 OZ
OL25OMSLV
OLIVE TREE Signature Series

OLIVE TREE HAND SOAP
- LAVENDER
  25 OZ OT25HSL
- LEATHER BUTTER
  25 OZ OT25HSLV
- NATURAL GRAPEFRUIT
  25 OZ OT25HSG

OLIVE TREE HAND & BODY LOTION
- LAVENDER
  25 OZ OT25HLL
- LEMON VERBENA
  25 OZ OT25HLLV
- OLIVE BUTTER
  25 OZ OT25HLV

OLIVE TREE HAND SOAP
- ORANGE BLOSSOM
  25 OZ OT25HSOB

OLIVE TREE BODY BUTTER
- WITH SHEA BUTTER
  - NATURAL GRAPEFRUIT
    32 OZ OT32BBNG
  - LAVENDER OIL
    32 OZ OT32BBLO
HAND SOAP REFILLS

- Olive Tree Signature Series
- Hand Soap Refill: Lavender Oil 64 Oz
- Hand Soap Refill: Orange Blossom 64 Oz
- Hand Soap Refill: Lemon Verbena 64 Oz

BODY WASH

- Olive Tree Signature Series
- Body Wash: Lavender 33 Oz
- Body Wash: Sweet Orange 33 Oz
- Body Wash: Papaya Mint 33 Oz
- Body Wash: Sweet Orange 33 Oz
- Body Wash: Lemon Verbena 33 Oz
VINTAGE APOTHECARY COLLECTION

VINTAGE APOTHECARY HAND SOAP
VERBENA WATER
25 OZ
VA25OMHSVW

VINTAGE APOTHECARY HAND SOAP
ROSE WATER
16 OZ
VA16BGHSRW

VINTAGE APOTHECARY HAND SOAP
ORANGE BLOSSOM WATER
16 OZ
VA16AGHSOBW

VINTAGE APOTHECARY HAND SOAP
LAVENDER WATER
32 OZ
VA32VGHSLW

VINTAGE APOTHECARY HAND SOAP
JASMINE WATER
32 OZ
VA32AGHSJW
VINTAGE BAZAAR COLLECTION

VINTAGE BAZAAR HAND SOAP REFILL
RASPBERRY POMEGRANATE
64 OZ
VB64RHSRP

VINTAGE BAZAAR HAND SOAP REFILL
FRENCH LAVENDER
64 OZ
VB64RHSFL

VINTAGE BAZAAR HAND SOAP REFILL
COCONUT KEY LIME
64 OZ
VB64RHSCK

VINTAGE BAZAAR HAND SOAP REFILL
WILD HONEY TEA LEAF
64 OZ
VB64RHSWH
VINTAGE BAZAAR EXTENTION

VINTAGE BAZAAR LINEN SPRAY GINGER PEACH
17 OZ VBE17OMLSGP

VINTAGE BAZAAR LINEN SPRAY ENGLISH ROSE GARDEN
17 OZ VBE17OMLSER

VINTAGE BAZAAR LINEN SPRAY SAMBAC JASMINE
17 OZ VBE17OMLSSJ

VINTAGE BAZAAR LINEN SPRAY GARDENIA LAVENDER
17 OZ VBE17OMLSGL
VINTAGE BAZAAR COLLECTION

VINTAGE BAZAAR
HAND SOAP
LAVENDER WHITE TEA
25 OZ
VBN25OMHSLW

VINTAGE BAZAAR
HAND SOAP
WILD HONEY TEA LEAF
25 OZ
VBN25OMHSWH

VINTAGE BAZAAR
HAND SOAP
SAMBAC JASMINE
25 OZ
VBN25OMHSSJ

VINTAGE BAZAAR
LINEN SPRAY
LAVENDER WHITE TEA
17 OZ
VBN17OMLSLW

VINTAGE BAZAAR
LINEN SPRAY
WILD HONEY TEA LEAF
17 OZ
VBN17OMLSWH

VINTAGE BAZAAR
LINEN SPRAY
SAMBAC JASMINE
17 OZ
VBN17OMLSSJ

MADE IN THE USA
VINTAGE BAZAAR LINEN SPRAY

VINTAGE BAZAAR LINEN SPRAY
FRENCH LAVENDER
17 OZ
VB17OMLSFL

VINTAGE BAZAAR LINEN SPRAY
ORANGE BLOSSOM
17 OZ
VB17OMLSOB

VINTAGE BAZAAR LINEN SPRAY
ROSEMARY MINT
17 OZ
VB17OMLSRM

VINTAGE BAZAAR LINEN SPRAY
RASPBERRY POMEGRANATE
17 OZ
VB17OMLSRP
VINTAGE BAZAAR
ROOM SPRAY

VINTAGE BAZAAR
ROOM SPRAY
FRENCH LAVENDER
8 OZ
VB8GRSFL

VINTAGE BAZAAR
ROOM SPRAY
ROSEMARY VERBENA
8 OZ
VB8GRSRV

VINTAGE BAZAAR
ROOM SPRAY
ORANGE BLOSSOM
8 OZ
VB8GRSOB

VINTAGE BAZAAR
ROOM SPRAY
RASPBERRY POMEGRANATE
8 OZ
VB8GRSRP

VINTAGE BAZAAR
ROOM SPRAY
COCONUT KEY LIME
8 OZ
VB8GRSCK

VINTAGE BAZAAR
ROOM SPRAY
LEMON SUGARCANE
8 OZ
VB8GRSLS
Home & Body Company

18352 ENTERPRISE LN * HUNTINGTON BEACH * CA 92648
TELEPHONE 714.842.8000 * FAX 714.842.8001
WWW.HOMEANDBODYCO.COM
SALES@HOMEANDBODYCO.COM